Historically, continuous improvements in general-purpose processors have fueled the economic success and growth of the IT industry. However, the diminishing benefits from transistor scaling and conventional optimization techniques necessitates moving beyond common practices. Approximate computing is one such unconventional technique that has shown promise in pushing the boundaries of generalpurpose processing. This paper sets out to employ approximation for processors that are commonly used in cyberphysical domains and may become building blocks of Internet of Things. To this end, we propose AxMemo to exploit the computation redundancy that stems from data similarity in the inputs of code blocks. Such input behavior is prevalent in cyber-physical systems as they deal with real-world data that naturally harbors redundancy. Therefore, in contrast to existing memoization techniques that replace costly floating-point arithmetic operations with limited number of inputs, AxMemo focuses on memoizing blocks of code with potentially many inputs. As such, AxMemo aims to replace long sequences of instructions with a few hash and lookup operations. By reducing the number of dynamic instructions, AxMemo alleviates the von Neumann and execution overheads of passing instructions through the processor pipeline altogether. The challenge AxMemo facing is to provide low-cost hashing mechanisms that can generate rather unique signature for each multi-input combination. To address this challenge, we develop a novel use of Cyclic Redundancy Checking (CRC) to hash the inputs. To increase lookup table hit rate, AxMemo employs a two-level memoization lookup, which utilizes small dedicated SRAM and spare storage in the last level cache. These solutions enable AxMemo to efficiently memoize relatively large code regions with variable input sizes and types using the same underlying hardware. Our experiment shows that AxMemo offers 2.64× speedup and 2.58× energy reduction with mere 0.2% of quality loss averaged across ten benchmarks. These benefits come with an area overhead of just 2.1%.
INTRODUCTION
The economic cycle of the IT industry has long depended on delivering new capabilities in both devices and systems. The backbone of this cycle has been the continuous and unwavering improvements in general-purpose processors. As we enter the dark silicon era [6] , the demising benefits from transistor scaling and conventional optimization technique can curtail this fruitful and innovative cycle. To avert such a scenario, the research community is exploring various avenues for continued improvements in different domains. Such improvements are more timely in the cyber-physical domain of applications as their demand for computing is increasing while the efficiency of microprocessors stagnate. Approximate computing is appropriate in this domain since the processing task involves noisy data and the output is either not necessarily unique or fully digital.
With the prevalence of low-power application scenarios such as Internet of Things (IoTs), improving mobile processor performance and energy efficiency is imperative. Modern CPUs spend rather large fraction of their time and energy in fetching, decoding and scheduling operations rather than executing them. Even for a double-precision fused multiplyadd instruction, the energy spent on actual computation (execution unit) can be as low as 3% of the total energy of the instruction, from fetch to commit [9] . Proving approximation mechanisms that can eliminate the von Neumann overhead off the microprocessors can yield significant benefits.
One of the effective techniques for improving the energy efficiency is memoization. Memoization replaces operations with a series of lookup operations to previously recorded results table. This technique exploits the computation redundancy in the code for delivering higher speedup and energy efficiency. During the execution of an application, computation blocks may take the exact same inputs and generate the same outputs as previous instances of the computation. Such redundancy is because of either repetitive input patterns or the nature of the algorithm. Exact memoization has been explored at fine-grained instructions level [5, 28] , a more coarse-grained function level [20, 34] , and at task level granularity [3] . Except for the last work, the rest of these inspiring techniques do not exploit approximation. The technique in [3] is a pure software technique and does not explore the benefits of hardware support for hashing or reuse of the spare cache space for memoization. This paper is set out to bridge this gap by providing the hardware support for approximate memoization of relatively large blocks of code with multiple inputs/outputs. In order to replace a large code blocks with memoization (lookups) while preserving generality across various applications, we face two major challenges: (1) the hardware needs to handle a variety of input types and support memoization for different number of inputs in various applications, and (2) the memoization needs to maintain a high hit rate for the lookup operations in order to be beneficial, while with more inputs are added, the probability of having an exact match decreases. To address these challenges, AxMemo makes the following contributions: (1) We develop a novel use of Cyclic Redundancy Checking (CRC) to hash the varying number of inputs using the same hardware unit. (2) To increase hit rate, AxMemo employees a simple twolevel memoization lookup, which utilizes a small dedicated SRAM and the spare storage in the last level caches. (3) Evaluations with ten different benchmarks from various domains show that AxMemo provides 2.64× average speedup and 2.58× average energy reduction. These benefits come at the cost of 0.2% of average quality loss and merely 2.1% area overhead. Building upon these contributions, we show that AxMemo efficiently memoizes relatively large code regions with variable input sizes and types using the same hardware mechanisms.
AXMEMO OVERVIEW
Before describing the memoization scheme of AxMemo, it is worth mentioning that AxMemo can be used only to memoize computation blocks equivalent to code sections that: 1) always produce the same results or return values given the same inputs, and 2) do not have any observable side effects, such as writing to a file. Computation blocks not satisfying either of these properties are ineligible for memoization.
Given a valid computation block, we transform the block into a branch structure. As shown in Fig. 1 , we first look up the LUT using the inputs of the original computation block. If more than one computation blocks are memoized, we need to have multiple LUTs. To distinguish multiple LUTs, each LUT has a LUT ID. If there is a LUT hit, we copy the output of the LUT to the registers, skip the original computation and continue execution. Otherwise, we execute the original code and update the LUT, then continue execution. Efficient lookup in hardware. The transformation itself is simple and straightforward. However, as we discussed in the previous section, one of the biggest challenges is how to perform the lookup efficiently. The source of the inefficient lookup is the different numbers/sizes of inputs for different target computation blocks. Traditionally, memoization focuses on functions with one or two inputs, which is easy to handle in hardware by concatenating them. However, to generalize memoization, the different numbers/sizes of inputs make simply concatenating the inputs and using them as a lookup tag infeasible, especially when the computation block has many inputs. For instance, one of the target computation blocks in our benchmarks (Sobel) needs 9 floating-point numbers as inputs. Concatenating them means we need a tag of 36 bytes for each LUT entry. It not only requires significantly increase in the LUT capacity, but also causes other resource overhead, such as data movement and comparators. In the example of Sobel, we need be able to send more than 200 bits for one lookup and handle tag comparison for such large chunk of data, otherwise the hardware simply cannot exploit the memoization opportunity (such as previous work [34] , which can handle memoization inputs of a total size up to 128-bit). On the other hand, such resources dedicated for memoization will be wasted for applications that only have a few inputs. Therefore, we believe a small and fixed size tag is the key to efficient lookup and memoization. LUT hit rate. Having a high LUT hit rate is also crucial for memoization. To maintain high a hit rate for many inputs, we combine memoization with approximation. Approximation exploits the fault-tolerant characteristics of some applications. By relaxing the requirement of producing precise results and allowing an error bound in the output, applications in the field of image processing and computer vision for example, can achieve notable performance and/or energy efficiency benefits. Therefore, we allow similar inputs to be a match to increase hit rates in AxMemo. 
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Most of the memoization operations are performed by the memoization unit. In AxMemo, the memoization units are private to each CPU core. Fig. 2 shows the overview of the memoization unit: the memoization unit mainly consists of Hashing Unit, Hash Value Registers and LUT. To efficiently perform the lookup with a fixed tag size, we hash the inputs of the original computation block, dubbed the memoization inputs, and use the hash value for the LUT tag. The hash values are first stored in Hash Value Registers. When a lookup or update request is received, the hash value is read from the Hash Value Registers using LUT ID (LUT_ID) and thread ID (TID) as an address to index an entry of a LUT. Combined with the LUT_ID, the hash value will be used to perform the lookup/update operations in the LUT. The LUT in the memoization unit is considered as L1 LUT, and we can also have an optional inclusive L2 LUT to improve hit rate.
Hash Key Generation and Memoization Approximation
Hash key generation. We propose to use the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) algorithm [18] for the hashing. CRC is a widely used error detection algorithm. An n-bit CRC algorithm can take an input of arbitrary size and generate an n-bit CRC value. There are many properties of CRC that make it suitable for memoization scheme:
(1) It does not need to have all the input data to start hashing. It takes a stream of inputs and "accumulates" them into the output. This is an important feature because it can help with hiding the latency of hash value calculation. (2) Every bit of the inputs affects the CRC output, not like the sampling based algorithm such as the one used in [3] . (3) A hardware implementation of CRC is cheap. (4) The CRC can work in many sizes: 16-bit CRC, 32-bit CRC, 64-bit CRC etc. We can use different CRC sizes for different designs. As shown in Fig. 3 , a simple implementation of CRC is similar to linear-feedback shift register (LFSR). Compared with LFSR, however, CRC uses the XOR of the input bit and the feedback bit as the input to the first register, instead of using the feedback bit directly. A serial CRC implementation processes 1 bit of input every clock cycle. An alternative n-bit parallel implementation can process n bits per clock cycle, which reduce the latency to 1n of the serial version. The n-bit parallel implementation of m-bit CRC needs a 2 n ×mbit RAM. This small RAM stores constants that are required for the n-bit parallel implementation. Note that any hashing scheme incurs collision, i.e., two sets of inputs with different values generate the same hash value, but it is acceptable for approximable applications as long as it is not frequent. Approximation for memoization. Even without considering hash collision, using a CRC value as a LUT tag still requires all the memoization inputs to be exact match to have a LUT hit. As we discussed in Section 2, we exploit the correlation between the similarity of the inputs and the similarity of the outputs and apply approximation to the inputs in AxMemo. The approximation can potentially increase the LUT hit rate, thus the performance of the application.
We use a simple approach to apply the approximation, truncating some least significant bits (LSBs) of the memoization inputs before sending them to the hashing unit. The level of approximation, i.e. the number of truncated bits, is programmer controllable for each variable. Mathematically, the truncation rounds the input down by a given relative precision (for floating-point variables) or absolute precision (for integer variables). Though we only evaluated truncation, more sophisticated approach can be applied since the approximation does not affect hashing unit.
In our experiment, we use the compiler tools to profile the applications with sample input set that is different from evaluation input set. Then we use the statistics to determine the number of bits to be truncated for each memoization input. Alternatively, we can use a dynamic approach. A certain percentage of the execution time can be allocated for profiling at runtime periodically. During the profiling phase, the memoization unit always returns miss to the processor even if there is a hit so we can use the computation results and the LUT output to calculate error and adjust the approximation level accordingly during the execution. See Section 5 for more detail. 
Hash Value Registers
The Hash Value Registers (HVRs) are used to store the hash values and they are not just buffers for temporarily storing the CRC values that are ready. When the processor sends the memoization inputs of different LUTs to the memoization unit in an interleaved way, the HVRs store the intermediate results of CRC and serve as the hardware context of the CRC calculation. The HVRs are addressed by the LUT ID and the thread ID {LUT_ID, TID} as shown in Fig. 4 .
Note that thread ID is the hardware thread ID used to identify the threads in processors support simultaneous multithreading (SMT). The number of needed CRC registers depends on the maximum number of allowed LUTs and maximum number of SMT threads. Supposing an architecture with up to 8 LUTs in one thread and 2 SMT threads, the CRC registers should contain at least 16 × 32-bit registers for 32-bit CRC. For out-of-order processors, {LUT_ID, TID} is equivalent to the architectural name of the Hash Value Register. To support the instruction-level parallelism, more "physical" Hash Value Registers are needed and they should also be "renamed".
Lookup Table (LUT) Structure
The LUT has an organization similar to a normal setassociative cache, as depicted in Fig. 4 . The LUT is composed of LUT entries organized in sets, which are equivalent to sets of cache lines. Each LUT entry has one LUT tag and one LUT data. Compared to a cache line, the LUT tag is equivalent to the address and the LUT data is equivalent to the data. The LUT data is 4-byte by default, and we can configure it to 8-byte by combining two LUT entries. The 8-byte LUT data is necessary to support 8-byte data types and can also be useful in the cases that the LUT logically has many outputs. In such cases, we can pack as many outputs into the 8-byte LUT data field as possible to reduce number of LUT accesses. Note that we may implement L1 LUT and optional L2 LUT differently. We use a dedicated SRAM array for L1 LUT while allocating part of last-level cache for L2 LUT. L1 LUT is limited to small sizes (≤16 KB) and L2 LUT can use up to half of the last-level cache. Implementing a small separate L1 LUT can avoid interference with valuable L1 cache space and timing. On the other hand, using part of last-level cache for L2 LUT can avoid a large overhead to implement a large LUT in the baseline processor.
In AxMemo, one LUT set can be configured as either 8way 4-byte LUT tags with 4-byte LUT data, or 4-way 4-byte LUT tags with 8-byte LUT data. In the latter case, the half of the LUT tags are not used. Since some lower bits of the CRC value CRC are used to index a set, we do not need to store the whole 32-bit CRC value in the LUT tag array. The upper bits of the LUT tag array is used for a valid bit and LUT_ID. Such configurations ensure there is enough space for 1-bit valid bit and 3-bit LUT_ID. With LUT_ID included in the LUT tag, we can store multiple logical LUTs in one unified LUT.
We chose the LUT entry size and associativity because such configuration allows one set of the LUT entries to just fit into a 64-byte last-level cache line, when LUT tag and LUT data are both considered as data for the cache. This allows us to use the last-level cache as L2 LUT most efficiently. For simplicity, we assign a fixed number of ways in the last-level cache to the L2 LUT in our experiment.
LUT Lookup and Update Operation
When a CRC value CRC is ready, the memoization unit can start a LUT lookup or update upon a request from the CPU. The CPU sends lookup/update requests along with the LUT_ID and its TID to the memoization unit. LUT lookup operation. When receiving a lookup request, the memoization unit first checks if there is any pending CRC calculation for this LUT. Since our implementation only allows the lookup request to be sent after the last memoization input is sent to the memoization unit, we only need to check if there is data from this thread for the LUT waiting in the small input queue of the memoization unit. If there is any pending calculation, the memoization unit stalls the request until the calculation is completed. Then the lookup is performed in the LUT to find a LUT entry whose LUT tag matches with {LUT_ID, CRC}. A condition code, which is used for branch instructions, is also set based on lookup result, i.e. hit or miss. The condition code is used later by the program to determine whether or not the computation should be skipped.
Upon a LUT hit, the memoization unit returns the LUT data to the CPU register specified by the lookup request and the computation is skipped. Upon a LUT miss, the program executes the original computation and the memoization unit immediately starts to allocate an LUT entry for the update request and will update the LUT once the computation is done. When no invalid entry is available, the L1 LUT entries are invalidated (without L2 LUT) or evicted to L2 LUT (with L2 LUT) using the least recently used (LRU) policy. The same allocation policy is used for L2 LUT. Different from data in normal cache, the LUT entry will not be eventually written back to main memory. The L2 LUT entry will always be invalidated when the it needs to be evicted. LUT update operation. Once the original computation is done, the CPU will send an update request to the corresponding LUT entry. An update is very similar to a lookup: it first accesses the CRC register to get CRC, then it writes LUT_ID, CRC and the input data to the corresponding LUT entry and sets the valid bit. As mentioned earlier, the allocation of the LUT entry happens in parallel with the original computation, most update can perform the write immediately.
For multi-core processors, there is no coherence required for the LUTs, because the same LUT tag should always have the same LUT data without hash collision, which makes coherence unnecessary. If the same LUT tag has different LUT data in different LUT arrays, it means a collision occurred. In such a case, it is meaningless to force the LUTs to stay coherent since we cannot tell which data is more precise.
ISA DESIGN
To enable memoization, we need to extend the ARM-v8a ISA with the following five instructions. All of them can be encoded into 32-bit instructions:
(1) ld_crc dst, [addr], LUT_ID, n: This instruction loads memory content at addr to register dst. It also sends the loaded data (with the last n bits truncated) and the value of LUT_ID to the memoization unit. AxMemo compiler replaces the normal load with this instruction for the variables that are marked as input to the memoization region. (2) reg_crc src, LUT_ID, n: This instruction reads a register src, truncates the last n bits and sends the truncated value to the LUT. The destination LUT is identified by the value of LUT_ID. In some benchmarks, such as FFT, all the inputs to the memoization are not load instructions. We include this instruction in AxMemo ISA to support such scenarios. (3) lookup dst, LUT_ID: This instruction performs the LUT lookup in the memoization units. The target LUT is identified by the value of LUT_ID. It also sets the condition code for branch instructions based on the lookup result. If the access to the memoization unit is a hit, lookup writes the returned data to the destination register dst. We use lookup together with a normal branch instruction to skip the calculation, when the access to the memoization unit-with LUT identified by LUT_ID is a hit. (4) update src, LUT_ID: This instruction sends the value of register src to memoization unit and insert it to the LUT. The LUT entry is allocated after a lookup miss. It uses LUT_ID as the identifier for LUT. (5) invalidate LUT_ID: This instruction invalidates all the entries of the LUT, which is identified by LUT_ID. This instruction is only used at the end of the program execution, or when the program needs to reuse the LUT associated with LUT_ID for other logical LUT. invalidate is called infrequently (≈1% of total number of dynamic instructions) during the execution of the application and only consumed a few processor cycles because we use dedicated hardware for invalidating all LUT entries. (Section 2). For ld_crc and reg_crc, the programmer may enable approximation by specifying a non-zero value for n. The value of n determines how many LSBs should be truncated. The programmer may disable approximation (truncating) by specifying a value of zero for n. All the instructions, which access the memoization unit, sends the target LUT (specified by instructions with LUT_ID) to the memoization unit as identifiers of the memoization request. To guarantee that all the input data are sent to the CRC unit in the same program order, the lookup must only be issued after all the input data are sent to the target CRC unit and stored in the LUT. To support this case, we impose a dependency on the ld_crc, reg_crc, and lookup instructions. Such a dependency is equivalent to that of reading a dummy register and then writing into the same dummy register (i.e. the dummy register is both the source register and the destination register). The imposed dependency makes these instructions to follow the exact same program order as defined in the program.
COMPILER SUPPORT FOR AXMEMO
Compiler-guided code analysis. To facilitate the use of AxMemo for generic programs, compilers and dynamic analysis tools are needed to identify suitable computation blocks as candidates for memoization. This task requires examining the program's dataflow characteristics and input patterns in a search for sections of code that are memoizable and yield promising speedup. Two key factors determine the effectiveness of AxMemo for such sections: 1. Execution time spent on them must be substantial enough to result in notable performance gains if memoized. 2. They must have few, approximable inputs to yield a justifiable hit rate and error bound. Both factors can be evaluated if we construct a dynamic data dependence graph (DDDG) of the program detailed at the instruction level with all intermediate input data recorded. With this motivation, we devise a compilation and analysis workflow shown in Fig. 5 to identify and memoize candidate computation blocks for AxMemo. 1 We use LLVM-Tracer [24] to generate a dynamic LLVM intermediate representation (IR) trace of the program by executing it on a sample input set. Note that the sample input set and evaluation input set are disjoint input sets. 2 We construct a DDDG from this trace using ALADDIN [25] with some modifications.
A DDDG G = V, E is a directed acyclic graph whose vertices represent LLVM IR pseudo-instructions and edges represent data dependencies between vertices. For example, an edge v → w ∈ E indicates that the output of instruction v is used as an input operand to instruction w. Each vertex of the DDDG is weighted by its estimated latency. Note that LLVM IR allows an arbitrary number of registers hence the DDDG captures true dependencies of the program. An AxMemo In other words, S reflects a program block at the instruction granularity whose inputs are operands of vertices in V i and outputs are results of vertices in V o . Fig. 6 shows an example subgraph of the DDDG of the benchmark Blackscholes.
Recall that the potential speedup of an AxMemo transformed block depends on the execution time and input constraint factors detailed earlier. Thus, to capture the desirability of a candidate subgraph S, we define its Computeto-Input ratio (CI_Ratio) as follows:
A higher CI_Ratio means the corresponding code block likely needs more cycles to execute and/or has fewer inputs. Therefore, the higher this ratio is, the more execution cycles we can replace with a lookup and/or potentially higher hit rate we can expect due to fewer inputs. In step 3 , our analysis task simplifies to finding candidate subgraphs S in the DDDG G with a high CI_Ratio but not exceeding the number of inputs allowed by AxMemo. Our algorithm consists of running a directed breadth first search rooted at each vertex of the transpose of G. For each vertex v ∈ V , we find the AxMemo transformable subgraph S with v as the sole output vertex (i.e. V o = {v}) having the highest CI_Ratio and add it to our candidate list if that ratio exceeds our predefined threshold. To aid this search, programmers may specify specific functions for analysis rather than the entire program as sections involving system calls or I/O operations are non-memoizable. After the search process, we often identify more than 10 4 candidates depending on the application and its input size. This is no surprise as our graph is constructed from a dynamic trace, thus many subgraphs will have identical structure if they belong to a loop body or repeated function call. Therefore, in the last step of 3 we filter out candidate subgraphs if they are structurally equivalent to or subsets of other candidates. This is done by comparing their static instruction IDs from compiled assembly, for example, a loop body iterated many times will generate the same subgraph with identical static instruction IDs. Finally, we merge the remaining subgraphs with high overlap to create larger subgraphs for better memoization efficiency. Table 1 shows our analysis on applications from the AxBench and Rodinia benchmark suites. The first two columns respectively denote the total number of candidate subgraphs identified and the number of unique subgraphs after filtering in step 3 . The third column is the average CI_Ratio among all filtered candidate subgraphs. The last column, Memoization Coverage, is measured by
where v s ∈ V s are vertices belonging to candidate subgraphs and v ∈V are all vertices of the DDDG. In other words, coverage is the vertex weight ratio of candidate sections to the entire graph. This fraction gives an estimate of the potential computation time that can be eliminated by memoization.
These results predict that benchmarks such as Blackscholes and FFT, both boasting a high CI_Ratio and coverage, will achieve significant speedup if hit rates are respectable after truncation. An important caveat of memoization coverage is that it does not always directly translate to an upper bound on performance speedup. Our DDDG model weighs each pseudo-instruction individually by its cycle time, yet modern processors are able to execute multiple instructions concurrently with multiple functional units. Code Generation. With the final candidate computation blocks for memoization selected, step 4 begins by selecting the number bits of the inputs to be truncated such that we can achieve a high hit rate while keeping output error within a given bound. To do so, we profile applications by observing error rates when truncating inputs by different numbers of bits. For all benchmarks evaluated, we truncate bits while constraining output error to less than 0.1% (or 1% if the output is an image). After determining the number of truncated bits, AxMemo instructions are inserted into selected code sections of the assembly and recompiled.
EVALUATION
Benchmarks. Table 2 summarizes the benchmarks from AxBench [31] and Rodinia [4] that we evaluated. The benchmarks from AxBench cover a wide range of applications suitable for approximation, including financial analysis, signal processing, robotics, and machine learning. To further evaluate the benefits of AxMemo across other domains, we include three other benchmarks-in the domain of physics simulation, molecular dynamics, and medical imagingfrom Rodinia [4] . The input datasets used for evaluation are provided directly by the benchmark suites. Column 5 in Table 2 lists the total size of memoization inputs in bytes for each benchmark. The large sizes of the memoization inputs demonstrate the necessity for using CRC values as LUT tags. The last column in Table 2 indicates the number of truncated bits per input for each benchmark. This number is selected based on compiler analysis and profiling to achieve the highest hit rate while satisfying output error constraints as described in Section 5. Our compiler analysis and experiment both show that 32-bit CRC is generally large enough to avoid collision. We use the complete AxMemo compilation workflow to generate memoization-enabled binaries for the evaluated benchmarks. Quality metric and monitoring. Since we apply bit truncation on inputs and the hash function may result in collision, applications may suffer a degradation in output error. To assess output quality when the memoization is enabled, we use output error (Equation 2) defined as follows [3] :
In the equation, X represents correct results from the unmodified source code andX represents results with AxMemo enabled. The output of Jmeint is a boolean value indicating whether two 3D triangles intersect. As such, we use misclassification rate (percentage of incorrect classifications).
To ensure the output quality, we also implement quality monitoring scheme to prevent large output error. During the execution, every 1 out of 100 LUT hits is ignored. The LUT performs the lookup normally but returns a miss instead of hit. The LUT output is used to compare against the data sent by processor for updating the LUT. For each comparison, a simple relative error is calculated. For every 100 comparison, the statistics of the relative error is checked. If more than 10% of the relative errors are larger than 10%, the memoization is disabled.
Experimental Setup
Cycle-accurate simulator. All experiments in this section are assessed with the gem5 simulator [2] to evaluate the benefits of AxMemo. We use one of the gem5's default configuration which accurately models a high-performance inorder (HPI) ARM processor, as we target processors for lowpower applications. The HPI processor, released by ARM, includes detailed configurations and timing parameters to model a modern in-order processor implementation using ARM-v8a ISA. Although we evaluate in-order processor, AxMemo can also be implemented in out-of-order processors as we explained in Section 3 and 4. Table 3 summarizes key microarchitectural parameters of the configuration used for AxMemo. We modified the gem5 simulator to include all proposed ISA extensions and additional hardware necessary for AxMemo. One memoization unit is appended to each core of the processor. Table 4 shows timing parameters for the proposed instructions. We extract these parameters from synthesis results shown in Table 5 . The reported timing includes the 1-cycle overhead of reads/writes to the dummy Note that only 1MB of shared L2 cache is enabled since only one of the two cores is used in system emulation mode. LUT, we fix the L1 LUT size to 8KB. This design decision is aiming to strike a balance between the performance and cost of hardware resource. Energy modeling. We use CACTI 6.5 [17] to estimate access energy and latency of the LUTs and the 1 KB SRAM in the CRC unit. The total dynamic energy of the processor is estimated using McPAT version 1.3 [10] . We configure McPAT according to the gem5 configuration for HPI processor and use statistics from gem5 to calculate the number of accesses to each component. Finally, we feed number of accesses to McPAT to calculate the application's energy consumption.
Experimental Results
We evaluate the benefits of AxMemo across a diverse set of benchmarks, including financial analysis, robotics, molecular dynamics, and machine learning. In all evaluations, the baseline is a regular ARM HPI processor with the same configuration but not equipped with memoization hardware. All results from hereon are normalized to this baseline. For each evaluation, we also perform a sensitivity study of the results for various AxMemo configurations: and bit truncation is applied identically for memoization inputs. In addition to the baseline, we implement a software LUT for memoization as another contender. The software implementation of CRC uses an 8-bit parallel algorithm (Fig. 3, Section 3) . To calculate the CRC value of a 4-byte input, the software implementation requires at least 4×3 = 12 instructions (1 AND, 1 LOAD and 1 XOR for each byte). We then use the CRC value to index entries of the LUT array using CRC%2 N , where 2 N is the total number of entries in the LUT array. To reduce the cost of the software implementation, we use a simple array as the LUT. In contrast to the hardware implementation, the cost of increasing the number of LUT entries in software is significantly lower. As such, we simply increase the size of LUT arrays to the point where speedup plateaus. Based on these trials, we fix the number of LUT entries for the software implementation to 2 28 , equivalent to 1 GB for 4 B data types. Recall that we use the remainder operation to obtain the array index, which means only the last 28 bits of CRC value are used to index the array. Performance and energy benefits with AxMemo. Fig. 7a shows full application speedup with AxMemo for different LUT configurations normalized to the non-memoized ARM HPI baseline, where the application executes normally on the CPU. Of all the benchmarks, Blackscholes enjoys the highest speedup of 20.5× for the L1(8 KB)+L2(512 KB) configuration. The main reason for such a high speedup in Blackscholes is that almost the entire computation kernel of the benchmark, consisting of no less than 40 instructions, is replaced with a single LUT access. The repetitive input patterns needed for quantitative financial analysis [16] also make the overall hit rate very high. Out of ten benchmarks, only Jmeint exhibits virtually zero speedup for all tested AxMemo configurations. This is due to the low lookup hit rate for Jmeint (less than 0.1%), an indicator of low computation reuse available for AxMemo to exploit. We study the source of these benefits in the following paragraphs. On average, AxMemo delivers 1.40× and 2.82× speedup for the L1(4 KB) and L1(8 KB)+L2(512 KB) configurations respectively. Some benchmarks, such as Blackscholes, do not benefit from a large LUT. These benchmarks only need small LUT to capture most of their computation reuse. This is similar to the case when data cache becomes much larger than the working set of an application. In contrast to AxMemo, the software implementation, on average, suffers a slow down by 0.94×. The underwhelming results of the software LUT implementation is largely due to the significant overhead of CRC calculation in software. Out of ten benchmarks, only Blackscholes, FFT, Inversek2j and K-means enjoy speedup from the software implementation. For these four benchmarks, the sheer amount of computation replaced by lookup hits outweighs software overhead from performing memoization. Fig. 7b shows the energy reduction for each benchmark compared to the baseline with no memoization. Similar to the trend of speedup results, the highest energy reduction is achieved for Blackscholes (11.3×), FFT (12.6×), and Inversek2j (4.94×). The L1(4 KB) and L1(8 KB)+L2(512 KB) configurations respectively deliver a 1.37× and 2.72× energy reduction on average for these benchmarks. Once again, the software LUT implementation provides no overall energy reduction, which we still attribute to the large overhead of CRC calculation.
We further study the sensitivity to the total L2 cache size using a 256kB L2 LUT. When the total L2 cache size is decreased from 1MB to 512kB (768kB to 256kB in terms of capacity available for caching), the average performance degradation is 0.44%, with hotspot showing the highest degradation of 1.55%. Dynamic instruction count. Fig. 8 shows the total dynamic instruction count of each evaluated benchmark normalized to the baseline without memoization. We show the breakdown of the dynamic instruction count between memoization instructions and normal instructions. We consider ldr_crc instructions not as a memoization instructions, but as a normal instruction because they simply substitute the original load. On average, AxMemo effectively reduces the number of dynamic instructions by 20.0% and 50.1% for L1(4 KB) and L1(8 KB)+L2(512 KB), respectively. We observe the largest reduction in the number of dynamic instructions for FFT, where an overwhelming section of the application is replaced by memoization and hit rate is higher than 90%. This coincides with earlier compiler analysis showing a high memoization coverage for FFT in Section 5. The software memoization implementation, on the other hand, increases dynamic instruction count by ≈2.0×, causing most applications to see a slowdown and virtually zero energy reduction using the software implementation (See Fig. 7) . The total number of dynamic instructions is a proper indicator for the amount of benefits that AxMemo can deliver. However, different instructions have different latencies, so dynamic instruction count alone does not determine exact speedup or energy savings. Lookup- Table ( LUT) hit rate. Fig. 9 shows the LUT hit rate of the evaluated benchmarks across different AxMemo configurations. For AxMemo configurations with multiple levels of LUT 1 , we calculate the total lookup hit rate across both levels. The last bar for each benchmark shows the software implementation of our proposed memoization approach. On average, across all benchmarks, L1(4 KB) (the smallest LUT size) and L1(8 KB)+L2(512 KB) (the largest LUT size) provide a 37.1% and 76.1% total hit rate respectively. Increasing from the smallest LUT size to the largest LUT size yields a 39.1% improvement in the lookup hit rate on average. This result shows the effectiveness of AxMemo's multi-level LUT design in improving hit rate. Note that the L2 LUT is inclusive, therefore adding the L2 LUT is effective in increasing the total hit rate but has minimal impact on the L1 LUT hit rate. The software LUT implementation, delivers an average hit rate of 81.1% across all benchmarks, slightly better than the 76.1% of the L1(8 KB)+L2(512 KB) configuration. As previously noted, the small overhead of increasing memory used in software allowed us to increase the LUT array's size to 1 GB, after which further increases no longer improve speedup. Fig. 9 indicates that all the benchmarks except Jmeint exhibit significant computation reuse. The reason for Jmeint's failure is its lack of repetitive or similar input patterns to the memoized computation block. Output quality degradation. To assess the output quality degradation, we use the quality metric defined in Equation 2. Fig. 10 shows the final output quality degradation of the evaluated applications across all the AxMemo configurations. To provide more detailed information about the quality, we also show the cumulative distribution function of the element-wise relative error of the output in Fig. 10 . On average, the output error E r across all configurations of AxMemo falls below 1%, and none of the execution has the memoization disabled by the quality monitoring unit. The main reason for this low output error with AxMemo is its virtually zero hashing collision rate. Furthermore, since we use the compiler analysis to determine the number of truncated bits in Section 5, the effects of truncation on the output quality will be minimal. Finally, errors from the LUT outputs do not always affect final values of the application. The last bar in Fig. 10 shows output quality degradation for the software implementation, which has a non-zero collision rate (1% on average and up to 6.6%). As we previously detailed, the reason is that the 4 most significant bits of the hash value are discarded when indexing the LUT array. Effectiveness of approximation. We use bit truncation as an approximation technique. To show the effectiveness of approximation, we assess the speedup and energy penalties of AxMemo when no truncation is performed on the memoization inputs. Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b show these speedup and energy reductions compared to AxMemo with truncation. On average, approximation improves the speedup and reduces energy by 14.1% (max. 49.1%) and 17.4% (max. 130%) respectively. Three benchmarks: JPEG, Sobel, and SRAD suffer from slowdowns and no longer enjoy energy savings without approximation. Without approximation, average LUT hit rate drops from 76.1% to 47.2% across all benchmarks. Therefore, we conclude that input truncation is an effective approximation technique for AxMemo.
Comparison with prior work. The closest work to AxMemo is Approximate Task Memoization (ATM) [3] . To generate the hash key, ATM first concatenates the inputs into a 1D vector, and create a vector of indices, each of which points to one byte in the concatenated input vector. Then indices are shuffled, and input bytes pointed by the first n indices are used to generate a hash key for the lookup table accesses. Nonetheless, we note that the only publicly available benchmark and datasets used both by ATM and AxMemo is Blackscholes from PARSEC benchmark suite [1] .
As such, we have to implement ATM based on the description in [3] and apply the technique on our benchmarks. Our implementation of ATM only shows speedup for four benchmarks: Blackscholes (5.8×), FFT (2.6×), Inversek2j (1.3×) and K-means (1.3×). Other benchmarks show various levels of slowdown: Jmeint (0.31×), JPEG (0.4×), Sobel (0.3×), Hotspot (0.3×), LavaMD (0.7×) and SRAD (0.4×). On average, ATM shows a slowdown of 0.8× (geometric mean). The results again show that software-only approaches generally do not work well with applications with relatively small memoization code blocks.
RELATED WORK
AxMemo lies at the intersection of memoization and approximate computing. However, this work is fundamentally different from the prior work in the following two major ways: (1) we proposed a novel use of CRC for fixed-size LUT tag, which enables us to efficiently apply memoization to distinct regions of code with flexible number and data types of inputs using same hardware structures, and (2) we further exploit the fault-tolerant nature of the applications and the correlation between input similarity and output similarity to combine approximation with memoization. Below, we discuss the most related work in these two disjoint domains.
Memoization. Traditionally, memoization is used in very limited scope, such as avoiding unnecessary expensive arithmetic operations [20] . More recently, there have been proposals using both software-based and hardware-based techniques for more general-purpose memoization. Razlighi et al. [19] proposed a memoization-based neural network that does not need multiplier. It implements LUTs with content addressable memories (CAMs) to replace the multipliers in neural networks. However, this implementation is only for neural network and is not suitable for other applications. Brumar et al. [3] proposed a software implementation for task-level memoization. This approach is limited to task-based programs while our approach does not have this constraint. Performance-wise, the pure software approach only benefit a few benchmarks due to the large overhead. Tziantzioulis et al. [30] also proposed a software-only temporal approximate function memoization, which suffers high output error and does not actually check input values. Tuck et al. [29] proposed a memoization method using their hardware-based memory access disambiguation approach. However the memoization itself is still software-based and brings little speedup. Connors et al. [5] proposed a compilerdirected instruction-level computation reuse, and Tsumura et al. [28] proposed an auto-memoization processor. However, these two proposals need either significant modification to the processor pipeline or complex hardware to track the input trees, which do not justify the relatively small performance improvement. Imani et al. [8] proposed memoization scheme on GPU using resistive content addressable memory (CAM). The CAM-based design is expensive and requires significant modification to the baseline GPU architecture. Sinha et al. [27] proposed a memoization-based approximate computing design on FPGA. However, this proposal only works for reconfigurable logic, because it cannot handle different number of inputs without using reconfigurable logic. Zhang et al. [34] proposed to leverage caches for memoization. This proposal uses the concatenated inputs as LUT tag and it can only support up to 128-bit of total input, and the authors mostly showed the effectiveness of the scheme with one-input or two-input functions. In contrast to these proposals, we used simple hardware that are loosely integrated with the CPU core, which does not require significant modification to the CPU pipelines. We also avoided the problematic large LUT tag by using the CRC hashing scheme. Approximate computing. Several software and hardware techniques have been proposed for approximate computing, such as (1) loop perforation and loop early termination [26] , (2) neural acceleration [7, 32] , (3) approximate storage [12, 23] , (4) computation substitution [21, 22] , and (5) value prediction [11, 14, 15, 33] . Our work takes inspiration from neural acceleration, computation substitution, and value prediction techniques. In contrast to neural acceleration and computation substitution techniques in which code blocks are substituted with simpler computations, AxMemo substitutes large code blocks with only simple LUT accesses; hence significantly reduces the computation cost of the substituted code. Furthermore, similar to value prediction techniques, our work also predicts the value of outputs based on the similarity among inputs to code blocks. For example, Bunker-Cache [14] leverages the fact that approximately similar data exhibit spatial regularity in memory. In contrast, our work leverages a fundamentally different data similarity. That is, AxMemo is built on this insight that invocations of a code block with similar inputs produces similar outputs.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposes AxMemo, an approximate memoization scheme. AxMemo focuses on replacing a long sequence of instructions with a few lookup table accesses, therefore reducing the total number of instructions executed. To enable memoization for large computation blocks with different number of inputs and data types, AxMemo uses CRC to generate hash values and uses them as tags to perform lookups. Furthermore, we apply approximation by truncating inputs to improve LUT hit rate and observe output errors of only 0.2% on average. AxMemo is implemented with simple hardware with an area overhead of 2.1% and requires minimal software changes backed by our proposed compiler support. Our experiment shows that an AxMemo provides speedups up to 2.64× and energy savings up to 2.58×, yielding a 6.68× energy efficiency improvement compared to the baseline processor.
